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Dayliter Skylights – Opening Glass Skylight Installation Instructions 

 
Your Dayliter Skylight consists of: 

A. Factory assembled skylight 
B. 2 epoxy coated hinges (attached) 
C. Rubber seal under frame (installed) 
D. Lifter bracket and reinforcement bar (installed) 
E. Neoprene rain-proof skirt (installed) 
F. Operating mechanism (chain lifter) 
G. Bug screen (sold separately) 
H. Mechanism cover / screen rest 

 
Step 1 
Build a wood curb. 
 
Step 2 
Place and center skylight the over the curb, keeping the 
hinged side on the high end of the roof. 
 
Step 3 
Install hinges onto curb with wood screws. 
 
Step 4 
Place the mechanism cover / screen rest loosely on the 
other side of the hinges, on top of the drywall, and line up 
the pre-punched hole under bracket. 
 
Step 5 
Connect the opening mechanism (lifter chain contracted) 
to the bracket on the skylight while going through the 
rectangular hole on the screen rest. 
 

Step 6 
Pull down on the lower end of the skylight frame while 
aligning and fastening the mechanism to the wood curb, 
going through the drywall with screws. This will assure that 
the rubber draft seal under the skylight is in full contact 
with the top of the curb when the skylight is shut. 
 
Step 7 
Test the opening mechanism to the maximum height and 
anchor the mechanism cover / screen rest to the wood 
curb, as seen in the diagram. 
 
Step 8 
Now you can insert the bug screen diagonally through the 
opening and lower it down to rest on the “J” bead of the 
inside side finish. The fourth side should be on the 
mechanism cover / screen rest. 
 
*Your Dayliter skylight can be left open approximately 1” 
during rainy days for ventilation purposes. 
 
*If a bug screen is installed, during times of the year that 
the skylight remains closed, it is advised that you remove 
the screen to avoid excess heat building up between the 
screen and the skylight. Heat buildup can blow the seal on 
the glass unit prematurely, and it is not covered under the 
Dayliter Skylight warranty. 

 


